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1

PROJECT BACKGROUND

Hindmarsh propose a mixed use development incorporating a mixture of residential and commercial uses on Blocks 7,
8 and 13 Section 66 Deakin. This requires a variation to the Territory Plan.
Blocks 2 and 6 Section 66, land used for the Deakin Department of Defence building and a Telstra Office Facility, has
been included due to a request by the ACT Environment, Planning and Sustainable Development to create the
Territory Plan variation for all of Section 66. This will provide consistency of land use across Section 66 and ensure
incompatible uses are not co-located as part of any future development or redevelopment of Section 66.
The proposed land use change will alter Blocks 2, 6, 7, 8 and 13 and the Hampden Place road reserve from TSZ2–
Services Zone to a residential/mixed use zoning. This rezoning will allow development of the proposed Mixed Use
community precinct on Blocks 7, 8 and 13 including residential, and non-retail commercial.
As part of the Response to Scoping Document for Territory Plan Variation, a planning report is required to provide
evidence that the proposed change to the Territory Plan would result in net positive outcome for the ACT and the
subject land is both capable and suitable for development as proposed.
This report outlines the ecological values assessment required to assess the impacts on biodiversity to support the
planning report.

1.1

THE SITE

The site is located at Section 66 Deakin, on Kent Street. Blocks 7, 8 and 13 consist of open space. The Deakin
Department of Defence building is sited on Block 6 and a Telstra Office Facility is on Block 2.
The site is bounded by the following:
— Red Hill Nature Reserve to the north, physically separated by Hampden Place
— Red Hill Nature Reserve to the east
— Designated urban open space on the Deakin/Hughes border to the south
— Deakin Office Site and community facilities to the west, physically separated by Kent Street.
The current land use zoning per the Territory Plan is indicated in Figure 1.1.

1.2

CURRENTLY PROPOSED MASTERPLAN

The current proposed masterplan of any potential development of the site subsequent to a successful TPV is presented
in Figure 1.2. It is understood that the main existing Telstra building is likely to be retained. It is also possible that a
subdivision of the blocks would occur to allow separate developments to occur. The land use zoning that will be
pursued is currently not confirmed yet but is expected to be a zoning that will allow residential use (primary
objective) and certain commercial uses.
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Existing land use zoning – ACT Territory Plan
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Figure 1.2

Currently proposed masterplan
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2

METHODS

2.1

DESKTOP REVIEW

The aim of this desktop review was to identify the following potential ecological constraints that may occur within the
site:
— threatened flora and fauna species and/or populations
— threatened ecological communities
— Commonwealth listed Migratory species
— critical habitat recorded previously or predicted to occur in the vicinity of the site.
The information gathered as a result of the desktop assessment was used to determine the likely vegetation and
habitats on site and to identify the potential ecological constraints within the site.
This assessment allowed the known habitat characteristics of threatened species and/or populations to be compared
with those of the site to determine the likelihood of occurrence of each species or population. These results informed
the field survey effort to ensure that it was focussed on the threatened species and/or populations most likely to be
present.
This desktop assessment included a review of:
— ACT Threatened Species website (ACT Government - Environment Planning and Sustainable Development 2017).
— ACTMapi Significant Plants and Animals and Registered Trees Mapping web site on threatened species and
communities within the site (ACT Government - Environment Planning and Sustainable Development 2017).
— Relevant database searches for threatened species including Department of the Environment and Energy’s
Protected Matters Search Tool (2017).
— Topographic maps and aerial photographs.
— Design plans for the Project.
— Vegetation mapping of the local area including The Native Vegetation of the Southern Forests: South-east
Highlands, Australian Alps, South-west Slopes, and SE Corner Bioregions (Gellie 2005).
— Previous ecological assessments of the site (Geoff Butler & Associates 2004, Geoff Butler & Associates 2007).
— Bushfire risk management plan for the site (Blackash 2017).
— Other relevant studies and conservation strategies such as:
— Box Gum Woodland in the ACT (Maguire and Mulvaney 2011)
— Lowland native grasslands in the ACT and surrounding region: A review and research strategy for a recovery
plan (Sharp 1994)
— Action Plans prepared by the ACT Government
— Canberra Nature Park Plan of Management.

2.2

LIKELIHOOD OF OCCURRENCE ASSESSMENT

The likelihood of threatened species and/or populations and Migratory species occurring within the site was assessed
against the criteria outlined in Table 2.1.
Species subject to likelihood of occurrence assessments were those identified during the desktop investigations and/or
the professional opinion of contributors to this assessment.
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Table 2.1

Likelihood of occurrence assessment

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

CRITERIA

Low

Have not been recorded previously in the site and surrounds and/or the site is beyond the
current known geographic range of the species.
Are dependent on specific habitat types or resources that are not present in the site.
Are considered extinct in the locality.

Moderate

Have been recorded previously in the site and surrounds infrequently (i.e. vagrant individuals).
Use habitat types or resources that are present in the site, although generally in a poor or
modified condition.
Are unlikely to maintain sedentary populations, however may seasonally utilise resources
within the site opportunistically during variable seasons or migration.

High

Have been previously recorded in the site.
Are dependent on habitat types or resources that are present in the site that are abundant
and/or in good condition within the site.
Are known or likely to maintain resident populations surrounding the site.
Are known or likely to visit the site or surrounds during regular seasonal movements or
migration.

2.3

SITE SURVEY

A site survey was undertaken on 25 July 2017 to determine the ecological values of the site. In particular, field surveys
within the project site:
— built upon knowledge and verified findings of the desktop review
— assessed and mapped vegetation and fauna habitat condition across the site
— determined the condition and extent of Box Gum Woodland threatened ecological community on these blocks and
immediately adjacent in Red Hill Nature Reserve
— confirmed the location of trees within the site in particular large trees with a diameter at breast height of greater
than 100 cm or trees that contain hollows
— recorded the location of significant habitat features
— assessed the significance of habitat for threatened flora and fauna species.
Random meander surveys were completed in accordance with the technique described by (Cropper 1993), whereby the
recorder walks in a random meander throughout the site recording dominant and key plant species (e.g. threatened
species, noxious weeds), between various vegetation communities and condition of vegetation.
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2.3.1

CONDITION OF VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

Native vegetation is defined under the Nature Conservation Act 2014 as either:
— 10% or more of the area is covered with vegetation (dead or alive); and
— No more than 60% of the ground layer vegetation cover is exotic annual (at any time of the year); and
— More than 50% of the perennial ground layer vegetation cover is native vegetation.
OR
— Trees or shrubs indigenous to the area have a canopy cover of 10% or more in any stratum over the area.
— The condition of native vegetation was firstly assessed against the ACT Environmental Offsets Policy (ACT
Government - Environment and Planning Directorate 2015, ACT Government - Environment and Planning
Directorate 2016) definitions of ‘low’ and ‘moderate to good’ condition.
Vegetation in ‘low’ condition means:
— Paddock trees – native over-storey foliage cover less than 25% of the lower value of the over-storey percent
foliage cover benchmark for that vegetation type, and less than 50% of ground cover perennial vegetation is
indigenous species.
— Native pasture – trees are absent or form less than 1% cover. The understorey is predominantly comprised of
native grasses, and there are five or less native herbs within the most diverse 20 x 20 m of the investigation area.
‘Moderate to good’ broad condition is native vegetation that is not in ‘low’ broad condition.

2.3.2

FAUNA HABITAT ASSESSMENT

Fauna habitat assessments were undertaken to assess the likelihood of threatened fauna species (those species known
or predicted to occur within the locality from the literature and database review) occurring within the site. Due to
limited access during the survey period targeted surveys could not be undertaken and subsequently fauna habitat
assessments were the primary assessment tool in assessing whether threatened species were likely to occur within the
site. Fauna habitat characteristics assessed included:
— structure and floristics of the canopy, understorey and ground vegetation, including the presence of flowering
and fruiting trees providing potential foraging resources
— presence of hollow-bearing trees providing roosting and breeding habitat for arboreal mammals, birds and
reptiles
— presence of the ground cover vegetation, leaf litter, rock outcrops and fallen timber and potential to provide
protection for ground-dwelling mammals, reptiles and amphibians
— presence of waterways (ephemeral or permanent) and water bodies.
The criteria were used to evaluate the condition of habitat values are summarised in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2

Fauna habitat condition

HABITAT CONDITION

DESCRIPTION

Good

— A full range of fauna habitat components are usually present (for example, old-growth

trees, fallen timber, feeding and roosting resources).
— Habitat linkages to other remnant ecosystems in the landscape are intact.

Moderate

— Some fauna habitat components are missing or greatly reduced (for example, old-

growth trees and fallen timber).
— Although linkages with other remnant habitats in the landscape are usually intact, but

sometimes degraded.
WSP
August 2017
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HABITAT CONDITION

DESCRIPTION

Poor

— Many fauna habitat elements in low quality remnants have been lost, including old

growth trees (for example, due to past timber harvesting or land clearing) and fallen
timber, and tree canopies are often highly fragmented.
— Habitat linkages with other remnant ecosystems in the landscape have usually been

severely compromised by extensive clearing in the past.

2.3.3

HABITAT TREE SURVEY

Habitat trees within the site were mapped. These included trees:
— with diameter at breast height of greater than 100cm
— containing hollows
— with diameter at breast height of greater than 125 cm, “mature trees” as defined in the guidelines for EPBC Act
listing of White Box – Yellow Box – Blakely’s Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
(Department of the Environment and Heritage 2006).
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3

RESULTS

3.1

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

3.1.1

VEGETATION

The vegetation within the site would have once consisted of open grassy woodland, however, has been extensively
modified as a result of historic grazing, development, vehicle access, ongoing vegetation maintenance, landscaping,
planting, ground disturbance and altered drainage. As such the vegetation within the site is highly modified.
An ecological assessment of the Blocks 7, 8 and 13 was undertaken in 2004 (Geoff Butler & Associates 2004) and
updated in 2007 (Geoff Butler & Associates 2007). This assessment generally supports the findings of this previous
assessment, however, since the 2007 assessment, there has been further regeneration and growth of canopy trees and
the area previously identified as containing derived grassland has been subject to soil profile changes including
excavation and stockpiling and this area no longer supports derived grassland.
As such, the site contains three vegetation types (Figure 3.1) as described below.

3.1.1.1

NATIVE PLANTINGS

Areas containing native plantings are common within the site. Blocks 2 and 6 consist entirely of this vegetation type. It
also occurs in the western and southern sections of Blocks 7 and 13. This is equivalent to “areas of introduced native
tree species” as described and mapped in previous report (Geoff Butler & Associates 2004).
This vegetation type consisted of native plantings with:
— a maintained understorey (mown), gravel or bare dirt in Blocks 2 and 6
— modified groundcover, in blocks 7 and 13 with low cover and diversity of native indigenous species as a result of
soil compaction and dense bark and leaf litter accumulation.
Dominant species within this vegetation type include trees such as Eucalyptus cinerea, E. viminalis, E. pauciflora and
Eucalyptus sideroxylon. Plantings also included shrub species such as Hakea Acacia baileyana, A. boormanii, A. rubida, Hakea
salicifolia. Dominant understorey species include Eragrostis curvula, Nassella neesiana, Cynodon dactylon, Austrodanthonia
sp., Austrostipa scabra and Chrysocephalum apiculatum.
Due to the dominance of non-indigenous native species in the canopy, this vegetation type is not consistent with a
native vegetation community. Further, the groundcover vegetation is in low condition as there are fewer than five
native herbs within the most diverse 20 x 20 m.
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Vegetation and habitat trees
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Photo 3.1

Native plantings with maintained understorey in Block 6

Photo 3.2

Native plantings with modified groundcover in Block 13
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3.1.1.2

NATIVE PASTURE

An area containing native pasture is located in the south western corner of the site. This is equivalent to “modified
areas” as described and mapped in previous report (Geoff Butler & Associates 2004).
This area would have once supported Box Gum Woodland but the canopy has been removed and groundcover
disturbed as a result of past clearing and ground disturbance as well as historic grazing. Regeneration of canopy
species was not evident in this area.
The vegetation in this area included a mix of native and exotic species such as Austrostipa scabra, Eragrostis curvula, Aira
sp., Holcus lanatus, Avena fatua, Acetosella vulgaris, Plantago lanceolata, Cynodon dactylon, Austrodanthonia sp. and
Chrysocephalum apiculatum. Few forbs were recorded.
This vegetation does not contain trees and is in low condition as there are fewer than five native herbs within 20 x
20 m area.

Photo 3.3
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3.1.1.3

EXOTIC GRASSLAND

Exotic grassland dominated the site particularly the northern section of Block 8. This vegetation type is equivalent to
“disturbed areas” and includes the area identified as “secondary grassland” as described and mapped in previous
report (Geoff Butler & Associates 2004). Since the previous assessment, the area identified as containing derived
grassland has been subject to soil profile changes including excavation and stockpiling and as a result this area no
longer supports derived grassland and consists of bare soil and rock with colonising weeds.
The exotic grassland was dominated by introduced species and few native species were recorded. Dominant species
included Eragrostis curvula, Holcus lanatus, Hordeum leporinum, Avena fatua, Hypericum perforatum, Acetosella vulgaris,
Plantago lanceolata, Brassica rapa, Austrostipa scabra and Austrodanthonia sp.
This vegetation type is not consistent with a native vegetation community.

Photo 3.4

3.1.2

Exotic Grassland in Block 8

THREATENED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES

One threatened ecological community was identified as potentially occurring within the site based on existing
mapping: Box Gum Woodland, listed as Endangered under the NC Act. Although White Box (Eucalyptus albens) does not
occur within the ACT, this community, depending on condition, is consistent with the EPBC Act Critically Endangered
ecological community White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely’s Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Derived Native Grassland
(Maguire and Mulvaney 2011). This community can occur as either open woodland and derived native grassland which
has been created through the removal of all tree species. The canopy is dominated by Yellow Box (Eucalyptus
melliodora) and Blakely’s Red Gum (Eucalyptus blakelyi) with an understorey dominated by native tussock grasses, herbs
and forbs.
This vegetation community has been previously mapped as occurring within the adjacent Red Hill Nature reserve and
also within the southern and eastern sections of the site (Figure 3.2). This includes identification of the southern
section of the site as containing vegetation consistent with the EPBC Act listing. This community is likely to have once
occurred across the site. However, the vegetation has been subject to a long history of disturbance, predominantly
grazing and subsequent development. Whether the vegetation within the site is still consistent with this threatened
community depends on its current condition and patch size.
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An ecological assessment of the site was undertaken in 2004 (Geoff Butler & Associates 2004) and updated in 2007
(Geoff Butler & Associates 2007) following the listing of White Box Yellow Box Blakelys Red Gum Grassy Woodlands
and Derived Native Grasslands as a Critically Endangered Community in 2006. This assessment concluded that the
vegetation in the site was “substantially modified lowland woodland” as defined by ACT Government (ACT
Government 2004) and does not meet the Commonwealth criteria for definition of the EPBC Act listed community. This
assessment supported this conclusion, as described below in Section 3.1.2.1.
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3.1.2.1

EPBC ACT LISTED THREATENED COMMUNITY

Vegetation within the site is likely to have been previously dominated by Blakely’s Red Gum. However, as a result of
past disturbance of groundcover vegetation and clearing of canopy, the vegetation is no longer consistent with the
EPBC Act listed community (Figure 3.3). Although regeneration of canopy species is evident in some areas, these areas
do not contain mature trees (with diameter at breast height of greater than 125cm) or regenerating canopy species
with diameter at breast height of greater than 15cm.

Areas of :

—

Exotic
Grassland

—

Native
Plantings in
Blocks 2, 6
and 8

Areas of :

—

Native
Plantings in
Blocks 7
and 13

—

Native
Pasture

Source: (Department of the Environment and Heritage 2006)
Figure 3.3

Commonwealth criteria for White Box – Yellow Box – Blakely’s Red Gum Grassy Woodland and
Derived Native Grassland
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3.1.2.2

NC ACT LISTED ENDANGERED ECOLOGICAL COMMUNITY

Vegetation within the site is not consistent with the NC Act listed Endangered Ecological Community as it is not
consistent with the characteristics of the listed community (Table 3.1) due to low species diversity.
This vegetation is of highly modified habitat state and a woodland category of substantially modified Lowland
Woodland (Environment ACT 2004). Based on the degree of modification this vegetation type does not meet the
category for the Yellow Box – Red Gum Grassy Woodland Endangered ecological community.
Table 3.1

Characteristics of Yellow Box–Red Gum Grassy Woodland EEC

CHARACTERISTICS OF YELLOW BOX–
RED GUM GRASSY WOODLAND EEC

NATIVE
PLANTINGS

E. melliodora and/or E. blakelyi contribute
40% or more of the crown cover

No. Canopy generally
No. Canopy
dominated by native absent
plantings of other
species

No. Canopy generally
absent

There is a species-rich understorey of
native tussock grasses, herbs and scattered
shrubs. The understorey is not exotic
pasture or degraded beyond recovery.
Characteristic tree species may be present
or may have been removed as a result of
past clearing.

No. The understorey
has low species
diversity is modified
and degraded
beyond recovery.

No. The understorey has
low species diversity
and is dominated by
exotic pasture species.
Past disturbance
including modifications
to soil profile have
resulted in significant
degradation.

CONCLUSION

Not consistent with
EEC

3.1.3

NATIVE PASTURE

No. The understorey has
low diversity of native
species, consisting of
disturbance tolerant
native grasses.
Consistent with
“substantially modified
lowland woodland”
category (Environment
ACT 2004).

EXOTIC GRASSLAND

Not consistent with EEC Not consistent with EEC

FAUNA HABITATS

Fauna habitat within the site is limited to open grassland with scattered Eucalyptus blakelyi and small areas of native
plantings with bare ground or dense leaf litter. The majority of trees are young, however, some are mature and
contain hollows (see Section 3.1.3.1). Fauna species utilising the site would be common species that are tolerant of
disturbance.
Species recorded within the site included introduced species such as rabbits as well as common species of birds
including King Parrot, Crested Pigeon, Magpie, Eastern Rosella, Noisy Miner and Australian Wood Duck.

3.1.3.1

HABITAT TREES

A total of 138 trees have been previously mapped within the site. The survey identified eight habitat trees within the
site (Figure 3.1), including:
— three trees with trunk diameter at breast height of greater than 100 cm (one of which had hollows)
— an additional five trees with hollows
— no evidence of fauna utilising these hollows was observed during the survey.
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3.1.4

SIGNIFICANT SPECIES

Fifteen species of threatened flora listed under the Nature Conservation Act 2014 (NC Act) and/or the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) are known to occur or predicted to occur within a 10 km
radius of the site (Appendix A). Of these three are considered to have low-moderate likelihood of occurrence based on
presence of potential, albeit disturbed, habitat (Table 3.2).
Forty one species of threatened fauna listed under the NC Act and/or the EPBC Act are known to occur or predicted to
occur within a 10 km radius of the site (Appendix A). Of these, three are considered to have low-moderate likelihood of
occurrence based on presence of potential habitat (Table 3.2). Given the poor condition of habitat within the site and
the large extent of better quality habitat within the adjacent Red Hill Nature Reserve, the habitat within the site is not
considered to be important.
An additional species, the Speckled Warbler, was identified within the scoping document. Although not listed under
the NC or EPBC Acts, this species is considered to be declining in the ACT. It has been recorded within 500 metres of
the site within the Red Hill Nature Reserve. Based on an assessment of the habitat values and condition, this species is
considered unlikely to occur based on the absence of it preferred habitat namely dense understorey vegetation
(Appendix A). As such, the site is not considered to provide habitat for this species.
The remainder of species were considered to have a low likelihood of occurrence based on the availability of habitat.
Appendix A provides full details of habitat requirements and likelihood of occurrence assessment for each species.
Table 3.2

Threatened species with potential to occur within the site

SCIENTIFIC NAME

COMMON NAME

NC ACT
STATUS1

EPBC ACT
STATUS1

LIKELIHOOD OF OCCURRENCE

FAUNA
Polytelis swainsonii

Superb Parrot

V

V

Low - Moderate, unlikely to be
important habitat

Lathamus discolor

Swift Parrot

CE

V

Low - Moderate, unlikely to be
important habitat

V

Low - Moderate- site contains
potential foraging habitat

Not listed

E

Low-Moderate

Hieraaetus morphnoides Little Eagle
FLORA
Leucochrysum albicans
var. tricolor

Hoary Sunray

Rutidosis
leptorhynchoides

Button Wrinklewort

e

E

Low-Moderate

Swainsona recta

Small Purple Pea

e

E

Low-Moderate

Note: 1) V = Vulnerable, E = Endangered, CE = Critically Endangered. 2) Kicking Peacock Spider is a recently discovered species that occurs within
the region. Although not listed under the NC Act or the EPBC Act the species has regional significance.
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4

ASSESSMENT OF IMPACTS ON
ECOLOGICAL VALUES

4.1

IMPACTS

4.1.1

VEGETATION AND HABITAT CLEARING

The majority of the vegetation within the site would be cleared. However, this vegetation is highly modified and
disturbed and is not consistent with a native vegetation community (see Section 3.1.1).
Fauna habitat within the site is limited to highly disturbed grassland with scattered trees. The majority of this habitat
would be cleared, however, the masterplan includes retention of trees as well as open grassy areas.

4.1.2

HABITAT TREES

The survey identified eight habitat trees including:
— three trees with trunk diameter at breast height of greater than 100 cm (one of which had hollows)
— an additional five trees with hollows.
It is recommended that these trees be retained where possible and as safety requirements allow. The masterplan
includes retention of trees.

4.1.3

CONNECTIVITY

The site is known to provide Woodland Connectivity (ACT Government - Environment Planning and Sustainable
Development 2017). Block 7 has high to medium value for local woodland linkages, the site also lies at the end of a
regional link running east west in the Nature Reserve.
The site is bordered to the north and east by Red Hill Nature Reserve, much of which supports Box Gum Woodland
Threatened Ecological Community. The reserve is also known to support significant habitat for 12 threatened and 18
regionally uncommon plant, bird, lizard and grasshopper species. This includes a large populations of threatened
Rutidosis leptorhynchoides and Swainsona sericea, woodland birds such as the Speckled Warbler as well as nesting habitat
for Gang Gang Cockatoo (Red Hill Regeneration Group 2017).
The woodland areas adjacent to the site are in poor condition and have been subject to past disturbance including
extensive planting to the south of the site, clearing and weed invasion to the east and soil disturbance and dumping to
the north. Extensive regeneration is evident to the east.
The vegetation within the site itself is highly disturbed and provides limited connectivity for wildlife due to existing
development within the site itself as well as fragmentation associated with Kent Street and Carruthers Street to the
west and extensive development to the west of Kent Street. Some connectivity is provided predominantly through
Blocks 7 and 13 but is limited to a small number of trees, the majority of which are not locally indigenous.
Due to the barrier provided by Kent Street, the connectivity link would be predominantly utilised by highly mobile
species such as birds and kangaroos.
The main connectivity link is located within Section 57 Block 3 immediately to the south of the site. This Block is
zoned as urban open space is and provides woodland habitat with a minimum width of 110 m. This area would not be
impacted by the proposed development.
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With the retention of vegetation in the urban open space provided immediately to the south in Section 57 Block 3 and
the retention of trees within the site as shown in the masterplan, connectivity would be maintained and would not be
significantly impacted by the proposed development.

4.1.4

BUSHFIRE PROTECTION

The site and surrounds are identified as a “bushfire prone area”. A Bushfire Asset Protection Zone (APZ) was
recommended (10m) (Blackash 2017). This APZ is incorporated entirely within the site boundary and would not occur
within the adjacent Red Hill Nature Reserve.
The bushfire report recommended that the entire property be managed as an inner protection area (Blackash 2017).
An inner protection area includes (but is not limited) to the following:
— tree canopy cover of less than 15%
— tree canopy located greater than 2 metres from any part of the roofline of a dwelling
— trees would have lower limbs removed up to a height of 2 metres above the ground.
Reduction of fuel does not require removal of all vegetation, which would cause environmental damage. Also, trees
and plants can provide you with some bush fire protection from strong winds, intense heat and flying embers (by
filtering embers) and changing wind patterns. Some ground cover is also needed to prevent soil erosion (NSW Rural
Fire Service 2006, NSW Rural Fire Service undated).
Implementation of bushfire protection measures for the site is unlikely to impact areas adjacent to the site. Final
design of the site would need to consider the 2 metre buffer between buildings and the canopy habitat trees to be
retained.

4.2

MITIGATION

The general principle to minimise impacts to biodiversity, should in order of consideration, endeavour to:
— avoid impacts on habitat, through the planning process
— minimise impacts on habitat, through the planning process
— mitigate impacts on habitat, though the use of a range of mitigation measures.
The avoidance of impacts and minimisation of impacts, where feasible should be undertaken through the planning
process. This will include minimising indirect impacts to the Public Open Space (in Section 57 Block 3) to the south
adjacent Red Hill Nature Reserve and associated Box Gum Woodland.
The following mitigation measures are recommended:
— Retain trees within the site where possible, in particular the eight habitat trees identified, to minimise impacts to
fauna habitat as well as connectivity.
— Final design of the site would need to ensure a 2 metre buffer between buildings and the canopy of trees to be
retained to ensure that trees would not need to be removed for bushfire protection.
— During construction retained trees would be fenced with temporary fencing outside the drip line of the canopy.
— If clearing of habitat trees is required, provide replacement nest boxes for each hollow and each tree. Install prior
to clearing and providing an ecologist spotter/ catcher onsite during disturbance of hollow bearing trees. Where
feasible, remount any removed hollows within the site or in adjacent reserve (in consultation with ACT
Government ecologist).
— Landscaping of the public areas of the site to be consistent with the adjacent reserve and open space and consist of
locally indigenous species. No invasive weed species to be included within the landscaping. This would assist to
minimise impacts to connectivity and indirect impacts to the reserve associated with weed invasion.
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— Design lighting to minimise light spill in particular to adjacent Reserve and Public open space to minimise impacts
to fauna and usage of the wildlife corridor.
— The current masterplan does not include relocation of the swale drain. Should relocation be later determined to
be required it would be necessary to ensure that the new location does not impact the adjacent Nature Reserve.
This could be achieved by ensuring any relocation and associated construction is entirely within the site.
— Ensure fencing provided is adequate to prevent access of vehicles to reserve or adjacent open space, and limiting
access to the reserve to pedestrians and mountain bikes (where appropriate and determined in consultation with
the ACT government).
— Consider provision of additional signage at entrance points from the development to reserve including
requirement to have dogs on leads as well as educational signage on the environmental significance of the
reserve.
— Provide restrictions to pet ownership. In particular, banning of cats should be considered. At a minimum, cats
should be discouraged and confined to indoors or cat enclosures.
— Minimise the likelihood of spread of invasive species and pathogens, including into areas of potential habitat for
threatened species, by:
— Clearly identifying construction boundaries on site maps within the Construction Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) and inducting workers on environmental sensitivities.
— Undertaking vehicle check procedures, including wash/brush down if required, s to reduce the spread of
weeds via vehicles and machinery.
— Targeting areas of potential new outbreaks for weed control including soil stockpiles, roadsides and any other
disturbed areas.
— Cleaning of vehicle tyres, undersides and radiator grills before entering site (as appropriate), cleaning of
footwear and minimising soil movement.

4.3

NET IMPACT

The net impact of the proposed plan variation taking into consideration the potential impacts and mitigation
measures is presented as a risk rating assessment (Table 4.2). The risk rating level is determined by cross-referencing
the likelihood of it occurring and the consequence of the action. A risk rating is determined from Table 4.1 below.
Overall the project is likely to have a net negative impact as a result of clearing, however, this is considered to be
negligible due to the highly modified state of the site, lack of native vegetation communities and implementation of
mitigation measures as outlined in Section 4.2.
With the increased population provided by the development, there would be a greater pool of residents who could be
engaged in conservation activities within the adjacent reserve in particular in the degraded area immediately adjacent
to the site. Property marketing for the proposed development could assist in this through strategic marketing to
encourage conservation minded residents.
Table 4.1

Qualitative net impact – risk rating
CONSEQUENCE

LIKELIHOOD

POSITIVE

MINIMAL

MINOR

MODERATE

MAJOR

CATASTROPHIC

Remote

Beneficial

Negligible

Negligible

Very Low

Low

Medium

Unlikely

Beneficial

Negligible

Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Possible

Beneficial

Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Very High

Likely

Beneficial

Low

Medium

High

Very High

Significant

Almost certain

Beneficial

Medium

High

Very High

Significant

Significant
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Table 4.2

Net Impact risk assessment

POTENTIAL IMPACT IDENTIFIED

LIKELIHOOD

CONSEQUENCE

NET IMPACT RISK ACTIONS CONDUCTED/ MITIGATIONS PROPOSED
RATING

Impact on threatened native
vegetation community:

Possible

Minimal

Low

Impact on threatened fauna
(including fauna habitat clearing)

Possible

Minor

Three threatened species of
fauna have low-moderate
likelihood of occurrence (see
Section 3.1.4)

Small area of degraded
foraging habitat would be
impacted

Impact on threatened flora species

Possible

Minor

Three threatened species of
flora have low-moderate
likelihood of occurrence (see
Section 3.1.4)

Small area of degraded
vegetation providing
potential habitat would be
impacted

Low

Possible

communities within site do not meet threatened
ecological community thresholds
— Avoidance of direct impacts during construction
— Design and mitigation measures provided to
minimise indirect impacts
— Avoidance of native communities where possible
with potential future design refinements

No direct impacts, however
Restricted to disturbed
area immediately adjacent
— Box Gum Woodland and Derived potential indirect impacts to
adjacent reserve including weed to site
Native Grasslands.
invasion and light spill

General impacts to fauna during
construction – direct impacts:

— Based on field investigations native vegetation

Very Low

— Retention of habitat trees and replacement of any

removed tree hollows with nest boxes
— Implementation of FFCEMP

Very Low

— No threatened flora species identified during this or

previous assessment
— Undertake targeted flora survey
— Implementation of FFCEMP

Low

— Implementation of FFCEMP
— Ecologist onsite during clearing

— Injury and mortality during

vegetation clearing
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POTENTIAL IMPACT IDENTIFIED

LIKELIHOOD

CONSEQUENCE

NET IMPACT RISK ACTIONS CONDUCTED/ MITIGATIONS PROPOSED
RATING

Direct impacts to habitat trees

Possible

Minimal

Very Low

— Eight habitat trees recorded within site
— Master plan includes retention of trees
— Habitat trees to be retained
— if clearing of habitat trees is required, nest boxes

would be provided and ecologist spotter/ catcher
onsite during disturbance of hollow bearing trees.
Indirect impacts to adjacent reserve Possible
and open space
No direct impacts, however
potential indirect impacts to
adjacent reserve including weed
invasion and light spill

Minimal

Impacts to connectivity

Minor

Likely

— Avoidance of direct impacts during construction
— Design and mitigation measures provided to

Restricted to disturbed
area immediately adjacent
to site

Project will include clearing of Vegetation within site
trees and open grassland
provides connectivity for
including within a regional link highly mobile species such
as birds and kangaroos.
More significant
vegetation link in Public
Open Space immediately
to the south would be
retained.
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Low

minimise indirect impacts
— Potential beneficial impacts through engagement of
residents in conservation activities
Medium

— Trees will be retained and incorporated into final

design
— Landscaping of the public areas of the site to be

consistent with the adjacent reserve and open space
and consist of locally indigenous species.
— Connectivity for birds likely to be maintained
within site. Connectivity for kangaroos likely to be
minimised however would still be available in open
space to the south.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

The vegetation within the site would have once consisted of open grassy woodland, however, has been extensively
modified as a result of historic grazing, development, vehicle access, ongoing vegetation maintenance, landscaping,
planting, ground disturbance and altered drainage. As such the vegetation within the site is highly modified.
An ecological assessment of the Blocks 7 and 8 was undertaken in 2004 (Geoff Butler & Associates 2004) and updated in
2007 (Geoff Butler & Associates 2007). This assessment generally supports the findings of this previous assessment,
however, since this assessment, there has been further regeneration and growth of canopy trees and the area
previously identified as containing derived grassland has been subject to soil profile changes including excavation and
stockpiling and this area no longer supports derived grassland.
The site now consists of three vegetation types, none of which are consistent with the Threatened Box Gum Woodland:
— native plantings
— native pasture
— exotic grassland.
Fauna habitat within the site is limited to open grassland with scattered Eucalyptus blakelyi and small areas of native
plantings with bare ground or dense leaf litter. The majority of trees are young, however, eight habitat trees were
recorded within the site including:
— three trees with trunk diameter at breast height of greater than 100 cm (one of which had hollows)
— an additional five trees with hollows.
The site is adjacent to Red Hill Nature Reserve and lies at the end of a regional link running east west in the Nature
Reserve. The vegetation within the site itself is highly disturbed and consists predominantly of exotic grasses and non
indigenous native plantings. Due to the barrier provided by Kent Street, the connectivity link would be predominantly
utilised by highly mobile species such including birds and kangaroos. The main connectivity link is located within
Section 57 Block immediately to the south of the site. This Block is zoned as urban open space is and provides
woodland habitat with a minimum width of 110 m. This area would not be impacted by the proposed development.
Overall the project is likely to have a net negative impact as a result of clearing, however, this is considered to be
negligible due to the highly modified state of the site, lack of native vegetation communities and implementation of
mitigation measures as provided.
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6

LIMITATIONS

SCOPE OF SERVICES
This environmental site assessment report (the report) has been prepared in accordance with the scope of services set
out in the contract, or as otherwise agreed, between the client and WSP (scope of services). In some circumstances the
scope of services may have been limited by a range of factors such as time, budget, access and/or site disturbance
constraints.
RELIANCE ON DATA
In preparing the report, WSP has relied upon data, surveys, analyses, designs, plans and other information provided by
the client and other individuals and organisations, most of which are referred to in the report (the data). Except as
otherwise stated in the report, WSP has not verified the accuracy or completeness of the data. To the extent that the
statements, opinions, facts, information, conclusions and/or recommendations in the report (conclusions) are based in
whole or part on the data, those conclusions are contingent upon the accuracy and completeness of the data. WSP will
not be liable in relation to incorrect conclusions should any data, information or condition be incorrect or have been
concealed, withheld, misrepresented or otherwise not fully disclosed to WSP.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCLUSIONS
In accordance with the scope of services, WSP has relied upon the data and has conducted environmental field
monitoring and/or testing in the preparation of the report. The nature and extent of survey conducted is described in
the report.
On all sites, varying degrees of non-uniformity are encountered. Hence no sampling technique can eliminate the
possibility that results are not totally representative of conditions encountered. The conclusions are based upon the
data and the ecological surveys and are therefore merely indicative of the environmental condition of the site at the
time of preparing the report.
Also, it should be recognised that site conditions, including the presence of threatened biodiversity, can change with
time. No sampling technique can totally eliminate the possibility that a species is present within the site. For example,
some flora may be present in the soil seed bank and some fauna species use habitats on a sporadic or seasonal basis
and may not be present within the sites during surveys.
Within the limitations imposed by the scope of services, the surveys and preparation of this report have been
undertaken and performed in a professional manner, in accordance with generally accepted practices and using a
degree of skill and care ordinarily exercised by reputable environmental consultants under similar circumstances. No
other warranty, expressed or implied, is made.
REPORT FOR BENEFIT OF CLIENT
The report has been prepared for the benefit of the client (and no other party). WSP assumes no responsibility and will
not be liable to any other person or organisation for or in relation to any matter dealt with or conclusions expressed in
the report, or for any loss or damage suffered by any other person or organisation arising from matters dealt with or
conclusions expressed in the report (including without limitation matters arising from any negligent act or omission
of WSP or for any loss or damage suffered by any other party relying upon the matters dealt with or conclusions
expressed in the report). Except as provided below parties other than the client should not rely upon the report or the
accuracy or completeness of any conclusions and should make their own enquiries and obtain independent advice in
relation to such matters.
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LIKELIHOOD OF OCCURRENCE OF THREATENED SPECIES OF
PLANT
FAMILY
NAME

SPECIES
NAME

COMMON
NAME

Asteraceae

Leucochrysum
albicans var.
tricolor

Hoary Sunray Not listed

Asteraceae

Rutidosis
Button
leptorhynchoides Wrinklewort

ACT
STATUS1

e

EPBC
HABITAT
2
STATUS

E

E

In NSW/ACT, it occurs at relatively high elevations in woodland and EPBC
open forest communities, in an area roughly bounded by Goulburn,
Albury and Bega. Herbarium records indicate that the taxa once
occurred more widely in inland NSW. In Victoria, it occurs in a
small area between Colac, Inverleigh, Ballarat, Ararat and Hamilton,
in the Victorian Volcanic Plain Bioregion. In NSW and ACT, it
occurs in grasslands, grassy areas in woodlands and dry open
forests, and modified habitats, on a variety of soil types including
clays, clay loams, stony and gravely soil. In Victoria, it occurs
almost exclusively on acidic clay soils derived from basalt,
occasionally on nearby sandy-clay soils derived from sedimentary
material (Department of the Environment and Energy 2017).
Occurs in Box-Gum Woodland, secondary grassland derived from
Box-Gum Woodland or in Natural Temperate Grassland; and often
in the ecotone between the two communities.
Grows on soils that are usually shallow, stony red-brown clay
loams; tends to occupy areas where there is relatively less
competition from herbaceous species (either due to the shallow
nature of the soils, or at some sites due to the competitive effect of
woodland trees). Exhibits an ability to colonise disturbed areas (e.g.
vehicle tracks, bulldozer scrapings and areas of soil erosion).
Normally flowers between December to March; plants do not
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SOURCE
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OCCURRENCE

Low- Moderate
Potential habitat is
present in the form of
open forests and grassy
woodland. Most recently
recorded in 2016 in
Hughes (<2km). The
species can occur in
modified habitats and
bare ground and
disturbance required for
germination.

ACT, EPBC Low- Moderate
Species is known to occur
within Red Hill Nature
Reserve which is located
adjacent to the site.
Although study area is
disturbed, it contains
remnants of preferred
Box Gum Woodland
community and species is
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FAMILY
NAME

SPECIES
NAME

Brassicaceae Lepidium
ginninderrense
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COMMON
NAME

Ginninderra
Peppercress

ACT
STATUS1

e

EPBC
HABITAT
STATUS2

V

DATA
SOURCE

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

usually flower until their second year. Has regenerative buds at the
surface of the soil but not below, so plants do not have the ability to
resprout from underground structures; the stems usually die back
in late summer or autumn and new basal leaves are evident by early
winter. Thought to be insect pollinated, although the specific
vectors are not known. Observed flourishing at a site a few years
after the area was burnt by a wildfire. Apparently susceptible to
grazing, being retained in only a small number of populations on
roadsides, rail reserves and other un-grazed or very lightly grazed
sites (RBGV 2017)

known to colonise
disturbed areas.

The Ginninderra Peppercress is a perennial herb that grows to a
ACT, EPBC
maximum height of approximately 20cm, with one to six branched
stems arising from a rootstock. Its leaves are thick and shiny on the
upper side. The flowers are small, 2mm wide and 1.5mm long and
have no petals. The plant flowers in late Spring. The Ginninderra
Peppercress grows in a natural temperate grassland on the flood
plain of Ginninderra Creek, especially in locations where grass
tussocks and other plant growth are short and open, thus there is
little competition for space and light. The soil type over most of the
site is a shallow red earth, with patches of colluvium on the
footslopes and the population occurs at an altitude of c.580 metres
(Department of the Environment and Energy 2017).

Low
All previous records
occur to the north of
Lake Burley Griffin.
Limited habitat within
study area.
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STATUS1

Brassicaceae Lepidium
hyssopifolium

Common
Peppercress

Not Listed

Fabaceae
Bossiaea grayi
(Faboideae)

Murrumbidge
e Bossiaea

e

Fabaceae
Swainsona recta
(Faboideae)

Small Purple
Pea

e
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EPBC
HABITAT
STATUS2

E

In NSW, there is a population consisting of 6 plants near Bathurst, a EPBC
population near Bungendore and Crookwell both on the Southern
Tablelands. The species was also recorded near Armidale in 1945
and 1958 however it is not known whether it remains in this areas.
A specimen collected in the Cooma area about 100 years ago may
also be Aromatic Peppercress. The species occurs in a variety of
habitats including woodland with a grassy understorey and
grassland (Office of Environment and Heritage 2013).

Not listed This rare, wiry shrub generally grows to around 1.5m high. It has
yellow and brown pea flowers from September to October then
develops long seedpods that drop off the plant in December.
Flattened stems (cladodes) function as leaves. The Murrumbidgee
Bossiaea typically grows in sandy soil amongst boulders on river
banks and adjacent slopes close to rivers (ACT Government 2013).
E

DATA
SOURCE

ACT

Found in grassland and open woodland, often on stony hillsides
EPBC, ACT
(RBGV 2017). Before European settlement it occurred in the grassy
understorey of woodlands and open-forests dominated by Blakely’s
Red Gum (Eucalyptus blakelyi), Yellow Box (E. melliodora), Candlebark
Gum (E. rubida) and Long-leaf Box (E. goniocalyx). Grows in
association with understorey dominants that include Kangaroo
Grass (Themeda triandra), poa tussocks (Poa spp.) and spear-grasses
(Austrostipa spp). Plants die back in summer, surviving as a
rootstocks until they shoot again in autumn. Flowers throughout
spring, with a peak in October (Office of Environment & Heritage
2012).

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

Low
Not recorded within the
study area and not
previously recorded
within the locality.

Low
Preferred habitat not
present within study
area.

Low - Moderate
Potential habitat in the
form of grassy woodland
occurs within the study
area however this is
highly disturbed as has
very few non-grass
species in understorey.
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Gentianacea Gentiana
e
baeuerlenii

-

Geraniaceae Pelargonium sp.
Striatellum

Omeo Stork's- Not listed
bill
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EPBC
HABITAT
STATUS2

E

E

The species grows in Namadgi National Park (ACT) as an intertussock herb or grassland and sedgeland in moist areas on the
lower slope of broad valleys. Also recorded in damp places in short
turf in NSW near Bombala; very rare, possibly extinct (RBGV 2017)
(Harden 1992).

DATA
SOURCE

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

ACT

Low

Known from only 4 locations in NSW, with three on lake-beds on
EPBC
the basalt plains of the Monaro and one at Lake Bathurst. The only
other known population is at Lake Omeo, Victoria. It occurs at
altitudes between 680 to 1030 m. It is known to occur in the local
government areas of Goulburn-Mulwaree, Cooma-Monaro, and
Snowy River, but may occur in other areas with suitable habitat;
these may include Bombala, Eurobodalla, Palerang, Tumbarumba,
Tumut, Upper Lachlan, and Yass Valley local government areas. It
has a narrow habitat that is usually just above the high-water level
of irregularly inundated or ephemeral lakes, in the transition zone
between surrounding grasslands or pasture and the wetland or
aquatic communities. It occurs with Serrated Tussock (Nassella
trichotoma) and Curly Sedge (Carex bichenoviana), and less commonly
with Creeping Hopbush (Dodonaea procumbens) and a bog-sedge
(Schoenus nitens) on sandy soils or gravelly soils or amongst rocks.
(Heritage; 2015)

Limited available habitat
within the study area.

Low
Preferred habitat not
present within the study
area.
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Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus
aggregata

Black Gum

Not listed

Orchidaceae Caladenia
actensis
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Canberra
Spider-orchid

e

EPBC
HABITAT
STATUS2

V

CE

DATA
SOURCE

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

Black Gum is found in the NSW Central and Southern Tablelands,
EPBC
with small isolated populations in Victoria and the ACT. Black Gum
has a moderately narrow distribution, occurring mainly in the
wetter, cooler and higher parts of the tablelands, for example in the
Blayney, Crookwell, Goulburn, Braidwood and Bungendore districts
(NSW Office of Environment and Heritage 2017). In the ACT the
species occurs to a very minor extent, with only 16 known mature
trees in the wild in 2014. Older records identify a further two
mature trees by the Kings Highway, but these have subsequently
been removed (Department of Environment and Energy 2017)

Low

The Canberra Spider-orchid is currently known from two
EPBC
populations of about 250 plants with an area of occupancy of about
five hectares on the lower western slopes of Mt Ainslie (about 30
plants) and Mt Majura (about 220 plants), in the Canberra Nature
Park. The species was also previously recorded at a site that has
now been developed as the suburb of Aranda, and at a second site
on Mt Ainslie in the suburb of Campbell. It no longer exists at either
of these locations. The species lives amongst ground cover of
grasses, small plants and low shrubs (ACT government 2012)

Low

No recent records within
locality. Preferred
habitat not present
within the study area.

Species has not been
recorded to the south of
Lake Burley Griffin.
Vegetation within the
study area has been
subject to ongoing
disturbance, has low
species diversity
particularly of non-grass
groundcover species and
is unlikely to support this
disturbance sensitive
species.
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Orchidaceae Corunastylis
ectopa

Brindabella
Midge Orchid

e

Orchidaceae Prasophyllum
petilum

Tarengo Leek
Orchid

e
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EPBC
HABITAT
STATUS2

CE

E
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The Brindabella Midge-orchid occurs in a single known population ACT
of 35 plants with an area of occupancy of approximately one
hectare. The total number of plants in 1999 was estimated at 70, and
at last count (February 2004, following bushfires and drought
conditions) 35 plants were observed (Department of Environment
and Energy 2017). The Brindabella Midge Orchid grows on a steep
slope with a northerly aspect in tall Eucalyptus robertsonii –
Eucalyptus viminalis Montane Forest. The plants grow in an open
area with sparse shrub cover. The soil is stony brown loam over
shale derived from the Nungar Beds (Milburn and Rouse 2004).
Natural populations are known from a total of five sites in NSW.
These area at Boorowa, Captains Flat, Ilford, Delegate and a newly
recognised population c.10 k SE of Muswellbrook. It also occurs at
Hall in the Australian Capital Territory. Grows in open sites within
Natural Temperate Grassland at the Boorowa and Delegate sites.
Also grows in grassy woodland in association with River Tussock
Poa labillardieri, Black Gum Eucalyptus aggregata and tea-trees
Leptospermum spp. at Captains Flat and within the grassy
groundlayer dominated by Kanagroo Grass under Box-Gum
Woodland at Ilford (and Hall, ACT). Highly susceptible to grazing,
being retained only at little-grazed travelling stock reserves
(Boorowa & Delegate) and in cemeteries (Captains Flat, Ilford and
Hall) (Office of Environment & Heritage 2015) (Department of the
Environment 2015).

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

Low
Known population is
restricted to the northwest of Tinbinbilla.
Preferred habitat does
not occur within study
area.

EPBC, ACT Low
Species known
distribution is restricted
to Hall. Vegetation
within the study area has
been subject to ongoing
disturbance, has low
species diversity
particularly of non-grass
groundcover species and
is unlikely to support this
disturbance sensitive
species.
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Polygonacea Muehlenbeckia
e
tuggeranong

Tuggeranong
Lignum

Rhamnacea Pomaderris
e
pallida

Pale
Pomaderris

Santalaceae Thesium australe Austral
Toadflax
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ACT
STATUS1

e

Not listed

Not listed.

EPBC
HABITAT
STATUS2

E

V

V

The Tuggeranong lignum is known from the flood terraces on the
eastern bank of the Murrumbidgee River south of Canberra
(Makinson and Mallinson 1997). The site is near Pine Island, which
occurs in the Murrumbidgee River Corridor (Mallinson et al., 1998)
(Department of Environment and Energy 2017)

DATA
SOURCE

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

ACT, EPBC Low
Species known
distribution is restricted
to Murrumbidgee River.
No habitat for species
within study area.

Pale Pomaderris has been recorded from near Kydra Trig, northEPBC
west of Nimmitabel, Tinderry Nature Reserve, and the Queanbeyan
River. A record from Byadbo in Kosciuszko National Park has not
been relocated. The main distribution is along the Murrumbidgee in
the ACT. It was recorded recently in eastern Victoria. This species
usually grows in shrub communities surrounded by Brittle Gum
(Eucalyptus mannifera) and Red Stringybark (E. macrorhynca) or
Callitris spp. Woodland (Royal Botanic Gardens 2009).

Low

Grows in grassland or woodland often in damp sites. It is a semiEPBC
parasitic herb and hosts are likely to be Themeda triandra and Poa
spp. (Harden 1992, Department of Environment and Climate Change
2008).

Low

Previously recorded
within proximity to
Bullen Range and
Murrumbidgee River.
Preferred habitat not
present within the study
area.

Preferred habitat not
present within the study
area.
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2
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LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

AMPHIBIANS
Litoria aurea

Green and
Golden Bell Frog
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V

This species occurs in fragment patches near coastal locations from Vic to south of the NSW- Low
QLD border. The species was previously known from elsewhere in the Southern Tablelands,
Preferred habitat not
but is now considered to have disappeared from the ACT (Osborne 1990) and central slopes
present
around Bathurst (Department of Environment and Conservation 2005). For breeding it utilises
a wide range of waterbodies, including both natural and man-made structures, such as
marshes, dams and stream sides, and ephemeral wetlands. It is found in small pockets of
habitat in otherwise developed areas and can occur in disturbed sites. There is a clear
preference for sites with a complexity of vegetation structure and terrestrial habitat attributes
which include extensive grassy areas and an abundance of shelter sites such as rocks, logs,
tussock forming vegetation and other cover used for foraging and shelter. Over-wintering
shelter sites may be adjacent to or some distance away from breeding sites but the full range
of possible habitat used is not yet well understood (Department of Environment and
Conservation 2004, Department of Environment and Conservation 2005).
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Litoria castanea

Yellow-spotted
Tree Frog

E

Pseudophryne
pengilleyi

Northern
Corroboree Frog

V
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EPBC
ACT
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT
STATUS1 STATUS2

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

This species was rediscovered in 2011 in the Southern Highlands. It has two separate highland Low
ranges, on the New England Tableland and on the southern highlands. The southern highlands Preferred habitat not
population has a restricted distribution between Canberra, ACT, and Bombala, NSW, at
present
altitudes between 700 and 800m. It requires large permanent ponds or slow flowing streams
with plenty of emergent vegetation such as bulrushes. Adults are active during spring and
summer and bask on sunny days. Move and forage at night on grassy banks or float on the
water's surface. Males call at night from the open water and breeding generally occurs during
or following rain. Eggs are laid amongst aquatic vegetation. Shelter during autumn and winter
under fallen timber, rocks, other debris or thick vegetation (Department of Environment
Water Heritage and the Arts 2009, Department of the Environment and Energy 2017).
E

Confined to the high country of the ACT and adjacent NSW, along the Brindabella and Bimberi Low
Ranges and through the Fiery Range and Bogong Mountains. The ACT population is located
Preferred habitat not
almost entirely in the subalpine areas of Namadgi National Park in the Ginini Flats wetland
present
complex. Habitat varies from summer to winter. In summer, breeding occurs in low lying pools
in sphagnum, wet heath, wet herbfields and wet tussock grasslands. However, in winter, this
species moves away from pools into surrounding leaf litter, logs and dense groundcover (ACT
Government 2015).
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OCCURRENCE

AQUATIC SPECIES
Bidyanus
bidyanus

Silver Perch

E

The Silver Perch is found over a broad area of the Murray-Darling Basin and is often found in Low
similar habitats to Murray Cod (Maccullochella peelii) and Golden Perch (Macquaria ambigua), ie. Preferred habitat not
lowland, turbid rivers. It prefers faster, open water, but the general scarcity of information on present
the habitat preferences of the species makes generalisation difficult. The species is not found
in the cool, fast-flowing, upland rivers of the Murray-Darling Basin. In the Canberra region the
species has been recorded from the Murrumbidgee River where numbers recorded in a fish
trap at Casuarina Sands between 1980 and 1991 declined noticeably from the mid-1980s. In the
last decade, there have been a small number of angler reports of Silver Perch from the
Murrumbidgee River in the ACT. In the Canberra region the species is also known from four
other locations being: a stocked population in Googong Reservoir on the Queanbeyan River, a
stocked population in the Yass weir pool on the Yass River; a stocked population in Lake
George; and a population of unknown size in Burrinjuck damACT Government, 2003 #3150}

Euastacus
armatus

Murray River
Crayfish

V

The Murray River Crayfish inhabits large and small streams in a variety of habitats including Low
cleared pasture and dry and wet sclerophyll forests at altitudes from close to sea level to over Preferred habitat not
700 m above sea level. The species prefers faster flowing cool water habitats of the main
present
channels of rivers, in contrast to the Yabby, which prefers slow warm water and billabongs. In
lowland rivers such as the Murray and lower Murrumbidgee, the species constructs burrows in
the clay river banks for shelter. In the upland rivers with stony beds such as the Tumut,
Goobarragandra and upper Murrumbidgee, the species tends to use the interstitial spaces
between boulders and cobbles on the river bed for shelter. Within the ACT, it is mainly found
in the Murrumbidgee River, but has also been recorded from the Cotter and Paddys riversACT
Government, 2015 #3147}
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Gadopsis
bispinosus

Two-spined
Blackfish

Maccullochella
macquariensis

Trout Cod

E

Maccullochella
peelii

Murray Cod

V
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V

The Two-spined Blackfish only occurs in inland drainages of south-eastern Australia, where it Low
is restricted to cool, clear upland or montane streams with abundant instream cover, usually Preferred habitat not
in the form of boulders and cobble. It is more often found in the medium to larger streams
present
where there is greater water depth and lower stream velocity. It is not found in the smallest
headwater streams but is generally found in forested catchments, where there is little
sediment input to the stream from erosion or land management practices. In the ACT, the
species is now found only in the Cotter River catchment upstream of the Cotter DamACT
Government, 1999 #3148}

E

Once widespread in the southeastern region of the Murray-Darling Basin with records from
Low
the Murray, Murrumbidgee and Macquarie rivers in New South Wales/Australian Capital
Preferred habitat not
Territory and the Goulburn, Broken, Campaspe, Ovens, King, Buffalo and Mitta Mitta rivers in present
Victoria. The Murray River from Yarrawonga to Cobram is a large (60-100 m wide), slow
flowing and deep (>3 m) river with a sand, silt and clay substrate, and contains abundant snags
and woody debris. Seven Creeks (Victoria) is a relatively narrow (5-7 m wide) stream having a
rock, gravel and sand substrate. The pools are generally less than 2 m deep and are
interspersed by rapids and cascades. The physical characteristics of the Murrumbidgee River
in the ACT are intermediate between Seven Creeks and the Murray River. In general, it appears
that adults are essentially a pool dwelling, cover-seeking fish. In the ACT the species has been
released in the Murrumbidgee River and associated tributariesACT Government, 1999 #3149}
The Murray Cod was historically distributed throughout the Murray-Darling Basin, which
Low
extends from southern Queensland, through New South Wales (NSW), the Australian Capital
Preferred habitat not
Territory (ACT) and Victoria to South Australia, with the exception of the upper reaches of
present
some tributaries. The species still occurs in most parts of this natural distribution, up to
approximately 1000 m above sea level. It utilises a diverse range of habitats from clear rocky
streams, such as those found in the upper western slopes of NSW (including the ACT), to slowflowing, turbid lowland rivers and billabongs. Preferred microhabitat consists of complex
structural features in streams such as large rocks, snags (pieces of large submerged woody
debris), overhanging stream banks and vegetation, tree stumps, logs, branches and other
woody structures (Department of the Environment, 2016 #7337}
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Macquaria
australasica

Macquarie Perch

EPBC
ACT
DISTRIBUTION AND HABITAT
STATUS1 STATUS2

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

E

E

Macquarie Perch are found in the Murray-Darling Basin (particularly upstream reaches) of the Low
Lachlan, Murrumbidgee and Murray rivers, and parts of south-eastern coastal NSW, including Preferred habitat not
the Hawkesbury/Nepean and Shoalhaven catchments. In the ACT, it is restricted to four rivers, present Low
the Murrumbidgee, Molonglo, Paddys and Cotter rivers. Macquarie Perch are found in both
river and lake habitats; especially the upper reaches of rivers and their tributaries. It prefers
clear water and deep, rocky holes with lots of cover. As well as aquatic vegetation, additional
cover may comprise of large boulders, debris and overhanging banks. Spawning occurs just
above riffles (shallow running water) (ACT Government 2015, Department of the Environment
and Energy 2017).

EM

E

Occurs mostly in box-ironbark forests and woodland and prefers wet, fertile sites such as along Low
creek flats, broad river valleys and foothills. Riparian forests with Casuarina cunninghamiana
Preferred habitat not
and Amyema cambagei are important for feeding and breeding. Spotted Gum and Swamp
present
Mahogany forests are also important feeding areas in coastal areas. Important food trees
include Eucalyptus sideroxylon (Mugga Ironbark), E. albens (White Box), E. melliodora (Yellow Box)
and E. leucoxylon (Yellow Gum) (Garnett and Crowley 2000). Within the ACT Regent
Honeyeaters movements are complex and usually dependent on the occurrence of blossom
resource of several eucalypt species. In the ACT region individuals have regularly been
associated with the occurrence of Yellow Box – Red Gum Grassy Woodland along the lower
slopes of Mounts Ainslie and Majura, extending through Mulligans Flat Nature Reserve to the
Sutton and Lake George areas. The occurrence of large heavily flowering eucalypts on fertile
soils are important habitats for individuals. Due to the species rapid decline there has been few
records of individuals within the ACT, and majority of sightings have been single birds or
occasional pairs. It is perceived that the ACT region acts as an area for rare breeding summer
visitors. The most recent breeding records are of four pairs on the lowest western slopes of
Mount Majura bordering Antill Street in Watson in early 1996 (ACT Government 2005).

BIRDS
Anthochaera
phrygia (syn.
Xanthomyza
phrygia)

Regent
Honeyeater
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Apus pacificus

Fork-tailed Swift

M

Breeds in the northern hemisphere, wintering south to Australia. It is almost exclusively
Low
aerial, flying from less than 1 m to at least 300 m above ground. It mostly occurs over inland
Preferred habitat not
plains but sometimes above foothills or in coastal areas over cliffs, beaches, islands and well
present
out to sea. It also occurs over towns and cities. It mostly occurs over dry and/or open habitats,
including riparian woodland and tea-tree swamps, low scrub, heathland or saltmarsh,
grassland, spinifex sandplains, farmland and sand-dunes. It sometimes occurs above forests. It
probably roosts aerially, but has occasionally been observed to land (Higgins 1999).

Calidris
ferruginea

Curlew
Sandpiper

M

Curlew Sandpipers occur around the coasts and are also quite widespread inland, though in
Low
smaller numbers. In NSW, they are widespread east of the Great Divide, especially in coastal
Preferred habitat not
regions. They are occasionally recorded in the Tablelands and are widespread in the Riverina present
and south-west NSW, with scattered records elsewhere. Occurs in inter-tidal mudflats of
estuaries, lagoons, mangrove channels and also around lakes, dams, floodwaters and flooded
saltbush surrounding inland lakes. They are also recorded inland, though less often, including
around ephemeral and permanent lakes, dams, waterholes and bore drains, usually with bare
edges of mud or sand. They occur in both fresh and brackish waters (Morcombe 2003,
Department of the Environment and Energy 2017)

Calyptorhynchus Glossy Blacklathami
Cockatoo
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V

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

The species is uncommon although widespread throughout suitable forest and woodland
Low
habitats, from the central Queensland coast to East Gippsland in Victoria, and inland to the
Preferred habitat not
southern tablelands and central western plains of NSW, with a small population in the
present
Riverina. It inhabits open forest and woodlands of the coast and the Great Dividing Range
where stands of sheoak occur. Black Sheoak (Allocasuarina littoralis) and Forest Sheoak (A.
torulosa) are important foods. Feeds almost exclusively on the seeds of several species of sheoak (Casuarina and Allocasuarina species), shredding the cones with the massive bill. In the ACT,
they feed almost exclusiely on Dropping Sheoaks (Allocasuarina verticillata) in larger stands.
Major known feeding and breedings areas in Canberra are on Mount Majura and Mount Ainslie
although have been signthed through surrounding nature reserves in the ACT. Dependent on
large hollow-bearing eucalypts for nest sitesOffice of Environment & Heritage, 2015 #7303; ACT
Government, 2013 #3153}.
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Climacteris
picumnus

Brown
Treecreeper

E

Daphoenositta
chrysoptera

Varied Sittella

V

Grantiella picta

Painted
Honeyeater
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LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

The Brown Treecreeper is found in sub-coastal environments and the inland slopes of the
Great Dividing Range from the Grampians in western Victoria, through central New South
Wales to the Queensland border and north to the Bunya Mountains. In the ACT, the species is
found in dry woodlands and open forest below 1000 m, including in the Clear Range and along
the Lower Naas River, Campbell Park, Goorooyarroo, Burbong, former quarries south of the
airport, and Castle Hill, north of Tharwa. Important habitat includes relatively undisturbed
grassy woodland with native understorey; large living and dead trees for nesting and foraging
and fallen timber on the ground layer (ACT Government 2005).

Low

The Varied Sittella inhabits most of mainland Australia except the treeless deserts and open
grasslands. It inhabits eucalypt forests and woodlands, especially rough-barked species and
mature smooth-barked gums with dead branches, mallee and Acacia woodland. The Varied
Sittella feeds on arthropods gleaned from crevices in rough or decorticating bark, dead
branches, standing dead trees, and from small branches and twigs in the tree canopy. It builds
a cup-shaped nest of plant fibres and cobwebs in an upright tree fork high in the living tree
canopy, and often re-uses the same fork or tree in successive years (NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage 2017). In the ACT, it is recorded in Aranda bushland, O’Connor and
Bruce Ridges, Black Mountain, the Pinnacle Stringybark forest, Mt Ainslie–Campbell Park,
Mulligan’s Flat, Bluett’s Eucalypt forest, Naas and Orroral valleys, Shepherd’s Lookout and the
Murrumbidgee River Corridor. In this region, the species has a preference for areas with Red
Stringybark (Eucalyptus macrorhyncha) (ACT Government 2005).

Low

Species not previously
recorded within Red
Hill Nature Reserve.
Study area is disturbed
and does not contain
preferred habitat.

No recent species
records in locality.
Preferred habitat not
present.

Lives in dry forests and woodlands. Primary food is the mistletoes in the genus Amyema,
Low
though it will take some nectar and insects. Its breeding distribution is dictated by presence of Preferred habitat not
mistletoes which are largely restricted to older trees. Less likely to be found in in strips of
present
remnant box-ironbark woodlands, such as occur along roadsides and in windbreaks, than in
wider blocks (Garnett and Crowley 2000). In the ACT region, the species has been recorded
from a range of woodlands that contain mistletoe, including River Oak (Casuarina
cunninghamiana) woodland associated with river systems, and Yellow Box–Red Gum Woodlands
at locations such as Mulligans Flat and Campbell Park (ACT Government 2005).
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Hieraaetus
morphnoides

Little Eagle

Hirundapus
caudacutus

White-throated
Needletail

Lalage sueurii

White-winged
Triller
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The Little Eagle is distributed throughout the Australian mainland occupying habitats rich in
prey within open eucalypt forest, woodland or open woodland. Sheoak or acacia woodlands
and riparian woodlands of interior NSW are also used. For nest sites it requires a tall living tree
within a remnant patch, where pairs build a large stick nest in winter and lay in early spring.
Prey includes birds, reptiles and mammals, with the occasional large insect and carrion. Most
of its former native mammalian prey species in inland areas are extinct and rabbits now form
a major part of the diet (Marchant and Higgins 1993, NSW Office of Environment and Heritage
2017). Within the ACT sightings have been recorded across majority of the territory, however,
breeding range has been restricted to the lower parts of northern ACT around the
Murrumbidgee and Molonglo river corridors (ACT Government 2013).

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

Moderate
May forage within study
area however unlikely
to breed within the
study area or adjacent
areas.

It is almost exclusively aerial, from heights of less than 1 m up to more than 1000 m above the Low
ground. Occurs in airspace over forests, woodlands, farmlands, plains, lakes, coasts and towns. Preferred habitat not
Breeds in the northern hemisphere and migrates to Australia in October-April. It is widespread present
in eastern and south-eastern Australia, from the islands in Torres Strait and the tip of Cape
York south to Tasmania (Pizzey and Knight 2007, Department of the Environment and Energy
2017).
V

Low
The species is found across Australia. It is resident near water in the north, but nomadic and
seasonally migratory through central and southern Australia and vagrant in northern
Preferred habitat not
Tasmania. It is also found in Indonesia and New Guinea. In the ACT region, the species is an
present
uncommon, breeding, summer migrant, and numbers vary from year to year. In the local area,
the species is found in and around grassy woodland areas including Yellow Box–Red Gum,
Apple Box, Candlebark, or less commonly, Snowgum woodlands. Important habitat includes
large living and dead trees and areas of grass and fallen timber for foraging. In the ACT region,
records of the species are widespread, but most records are from Hall, Mulligans Flat,
Goorooyarroo, the Pinnacle, Campbell Park and the Gigerline–Tharwa area (ACT Government
2005).
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Lathamus
discolor

Swift Parrot

Limosa lapponica Bar-tailed
Godwit (baueri),
baueri
Western Alaskan
Bar-tailed
Godwit
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V

Breeding occurs in Tasmania, majority migrates to mainland Australia in autumn, overwintering, particularly in Victoria and central and eastern NSW, but also south-eastern
Queensland as far north as Duaringa. Until recently it was believed that in New South Wales,
swift parrots forage mostly in the western slopes region along the inland slopes of the Great
Dividing Range but are patchily distributed along the north and south coasts including the
Sydney region, but new evidence indicates that the forests on the coastal plains from southern
to northern NSW are also extremely important. In mainland Australia it is semi-nomadic,
foraging in flowering eucalypts in eucalypt associations, particularly box-ironbark forests and
woodlands. Preference for sites with highly fertile soils where large trees have high nectar
production, including along drainage lines and isolated rural or urban remnants, and for sites
with flowering Acacia pycnantha, is indicated. Sites used vary from year to year. In the ACT
region, the Swift Parrot is associated with flowering and lerping eucalypts, particularly boxironbark communities and Yellow Box – Red Gum Woodlands. It has the potential to occur
anywhere below 700m and has also been recorded in suburban environments. Majority of
records of the species have been from inner Canberra suburbs, Gungahlin and Hall (Garnett
and Crowley 2000, Swift Parrot Recovery Team 2001, ACT Government 2005).

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

Low - Moderate
Marginal foraging
habitat occurs within
the site. Unlikely to be
important habitat

The bar-tailed godwit (both subspecies combined) has been recorded in the coastal areas of all Low
Australian states. It is widespread in the Torres Strait and along the east and south-east coasts Preferred habitat not
of Queensland, NSW and Victoria. In Tasmania, the bar-tailed godwit has mostly been recorded present
on the south-east coast. It occurs mainly in coastal habitats such as large intertidal sandflats,
banks, mudflats, estuaries, inlets, harbours, coastal lagoons and bays. It has also been recorded
in coastal sewage farms and saltworks, saltlakes and brackish wetlands near coasts, sandy
ocean beaches, rock platforms, and coral reef-flats (Department of the Environment and
Energy 2017).
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Melanodryas
cucullata

Hooded Robin

Monarcha
melanopsis

Black-faced
Monarch

M

The Black-faced Monarch is widespread in eastern Australia. In New South Wales and the
Low
Australian Capital Territory, the species occurs around the eastern slopes and tablelands of the Preferred habitat not
Great Divide, inland to Coutts Crossing, Armidale, Widden Valley, Wollemi National Park,
present
Wombeyan Caves and Canberra. Mainly occurs in rainforests, but also is known to occur in
eucalypt woodlands, coastal scrubs, damp gullies in rainforest, eucalypt forest and in more
open woodland when migrating (Pizzey and Knight 2007, Department of the Environment and
Energy 2017).

Motacilla flava

Yellow Wagtail

M

This species occurs in a range of habitats including estuarine habitats such as sand dunes,
Low
mangrove forests and coastal saltmarshes. This species also occurs in open grassy areas
Preferred habitat not
including disturbed sites such as sports grounds and has been recorded on the edges of
present
wetlands, swamps, lakes and farm dams. This species migrates from Asia to Australia in springsummer. It has been recorded in the estuarine areas of the Hunter River in Newcastle NSW and
in QLD and the north of NT and WA (Higgins, Peter et al. 2006).
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Found in south-eastern Australia, generally east of the Great Dividing Range. Found in
eucalypt woodland and mallee and acacia shrubland. This is one of a suite of species that has
declined in woodland areas in south-eastern Australia (Garnett and Crowley 2000, Traill and
Duncan 2000). The species occupies drier eucalypt forest, woodland and scrub, grasses and low
shrubs, as well as cleared paddocks with regrowth or stumps. It avoids dense forests and urban
areas. Yellow Box–Red Gum Grassy Woodland provides important habitat. The species appears
unable to survive in remnants smaller than 100-200ha (Department of Environment and
Conservation 2005). In the ACT, the species has been recorded at Mulligans Flat Nature
Reserve, Goorooyarroo Woodlands, Newline Quarry, Majura Field Firing Range and Tharwa.
Black Mountain, Campbell Park, Mt Ainslie and Tuggeranong Homestead may no longer
support populations of the species (ACT Government 2005).

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

Low
Preferred habitat not
present and has not
been recently recorded
in the locality
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Myiagra
cyanoleuca

Satin Flycatcher

Numenius
Eastern Curlew
madagascariensis
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M

Widespread in eastern Australia. In Queensland, it is widespread but scattered in the east. In
Low
NSW and ACT, they are widespread on and east of the Great Divide and sparsely scattered on
Preferred habitat not
the western slopes, with very occasional records on the western plains. In Victoria, the species present
is widespread in the south and east, in the area south of a line joining Numurkah, Maldon, the
northern Grampians, Balmoral and Nelson. Inhabit heavily vegetated gullies in eucalyptdominated forests and taller woodlands, and on migration, occur in coastal forests, woodlands,
mangroves and drier woodlands and open forests. Satin Flycatchers mainly inhabit eucalypt
forests, often near wetlands or watercourses. They generally occur in moister, taller forests,
often occurring in gullies. They also occur in eucalypt woodlands with open understorey and
grass ground cover, and are generally absent from rainforest. In south-eastern Australia, they
occur at elevations of up to 1400 m above sea level, and in the ACT, they occur mainly between
800 m above sea level and the treeline (Pizzey and Knight 2007, Department of the
Environment and Energy 2017).

CEM

Inhabits coastal estuaries, mangroves, mud flats and sand pits. It is a migratory shorebird
Low
which generally inhabits sea and lake shore mud flats, deltas and similar areas, where it
Preferred habitat not
forages for crabs and other crustaceans, clam worms and other annelids, molluscs, insects and present
other invertebrates. Its migration route ranges from its wintering grounds in Australia to its
breeding grounds in northern China, Korea and Russia (Pizzey and Knight 2007).
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Petroica boodang Scarlet Robin

Chthonicola
sagittata
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Speckled
Warbler

-

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

V

The Scarlet Robin occupies dry open eucalypt forests and woodlands from the coast to the
Low
inland slopes. Some dispersing birds may appear in autumn or winter on the eastern fringe of Site does not contain
the inland plains. It prefers an open understorey of shrubs and grasses. Abundant logs and
preferred habitat.
coarse woody debris are important structural components of its habitat. In autumn and winter
it migrates to more open habitats such as grassy open woodland or paddocks with scattered
trees. It forages from low perches, feeding on invertebrates taken from the ground, tree
trunks, logs and other coarse woody debris (Higgins and Peter 2002, Department of
Environment Climate Change and Water 2010). In the ACT region, it is widely distributed and
during autumn adults and immature birds disperse from forested slopes into more open
valleys around Canberra, with odd occurences in suburban gardens. The species has been
found to be absent from remnants surrounded by cereal cropping, less common in isolated
patches of 30 ha or less (where there was no tree cover within 200 m and less than 20% cover
within 1 km), less common in sites surrounded by cattle grazing and more common in sites
with native versus exotic grasses if ungrazed for more than 10 years (ACT Government 2016).

-

The Speckled Warbler has a patchy distribution throughout south-eastern Queensland, the
eastern half of NSW, ACT and into Victoria, as far west as the Grampians. The species is most
frequently reported from the hills and tablelands of the Great Dividing Range, and rarely from
the coast. Occurs in a wide range of eucalypt forests and woodlands that have grassy
understorey, often on rocky ridges or in gullies. Habitat that has tussock grasses, sparse shrub
layer and eucalypt regrowth / canopy are preferred. Large relatively undisturbed remnants of
eucalypt communities are required for local populations to persist. In the ACT region it has
been generally recorded on the edge of suburban areas next to patches of native reserves of
remnant woodland (Office of Environment and Heritage 2014, Canberra Ornithologists Group
2017)

Low
Although the species
has been previously
recorded within Red
Hill Nature Reserve,
habitat requirements
including dense
understorey vegetation
not present.
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Polytelis
swainsonii

Superb Parrot

Rhipidura
rufifrons

Rufous Fantail
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V

Found throughout eastern inland NSW and ACT. On the South-western Slopes their core
breeding area is roughly bounded by Cowra and Yass in the east, and Grenfell, Cootamundra
and Coolac in the west. Birds breeding in this region are mainly absent during winter, when
they migrate north to the region of the upper Namoi and Gwydir Rivers. The other main
breeding sites are in the Riverina along the corridors of the Murray, Edward and
Murrumbidgee Rivers where birds are present all year round. Inhabit Box-Gum, Box-Cypresspine and Boree Woodlands and River Red Gum Forest. In the Riverina, the birds nest in the
hollows of large trees (dead or alive) mainly in tall riparian River Red Gum Forest or
Woodland. On the South West Slopes nest trees can be in open Box-Gum Woodland or isolated
paddock trees. Tree species known to be used are Blakely’s Red Gum, Yellow Box, Apple Box
and Red Box. Feed in trees and understorey shrubs and on the ground and their diet consists
mainly of grass seeds and herbaceous plants. Also eaten are fruits, berries, nectar, buds,
flowers, insects and grain (Garnett and Crowley 2000, Department of the Environment and
Energy 2017, NSW Office of Environment and Heritage 2017).
In the ACT region, the Hall area in the northern part of the ACT forms the southern edge of
one of the two main centres for breeding distribution of the Superb Parrot. The species arrives
in the ACT region during August to breed, departing the following January. In the ACT region,
Yellow Box–Red Gum Grassy Woodlands form the major habitat of the species, with E. blakelyi
being the main source of nesting hollows. A recent study by researchers at the Fenner School
(Rayner et al., 2016) found that Superb Parrots nesting at Throsby in northern ACT chose to
breed in trees that had: a trunk DBH of at least 75cm; hollows at least 4m above the ground
that were in or proximal to the main trunk; and preferred near round entrance hollows about
11cm across and within the range of 8 -18 cm (ACT Government 2005, Rayner, Stojanovic et al.
2016)

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

Low - Moderate
Species has not been
recorded previously
within red Hill Nature
Reserve or locality,
however, woodland
provides potential
habitat. Two trees with
suitable hollows were
recorded within the
study area.

Occurs in a range of habitats including the undergrowth of rainforests/wetter eucalypt
Low
forests/gullies, monsoon forests paperbarks, sub-inland and coastal scrubs, mangroves,
Preferred habitat not
watercourses, parks and gardens. When migrating they may also be recorded on farms, streets present
and buildings. Migrates to SE Australia in October-April to breed, mostly in or on the coastal
side of the Great Dividing Range (Pizzey and Knight 2007).
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Rostratula
Australian
australis (syn. R. Painted Snipe
benghalensis)
(Painted Snipe)
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OCCURRENCE

Low
It has been recorded at wetlands in all states of Australia. It is most common in eastern
Australia, where it has been recorded at scattered locations throughout much of Queensland, Preferred habitat not
NSW, Victoria and south-eastern South Australia. Inhabits shallow, vegetated, temporary or
present
infrequently filled wetlands, including where there are trees such as Eucalyptus camaldulensis
(River Red Gum), E. populnea (Poplar Box) or shrubs such as Muehlenbeckia florulenta (Lignum) or
Sarcocornia quinqueflora (Samphire). Feeds at the water's edge and on mudlflats on seeds and
invertebrates, including insects, worms, molluscs and crustaceans. Males incubate eggs in a
shallow scrape nest (Garnett and Crowley 2000). Breeding habitat requirements may be quite
specific and include; shallow wetlands with areas of bare wet mud and both upper and canopy
cover nearby. Nest records are all, or nearly all, from or near small islands in freshwater
wetlandsDepartment of the Environment and Energy, 2017 #3158}

VM

INSECTS
Perunga
ochracea
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Perunga
Grasshopper

V

Important habitat for the species appears to be natural temperate grassland dominated by
Low
wallaby, kangaroo and spear grasses with forb food plants located in the inter-tussock spaces. Preferred habitat not
Grass tussocks are used also to escape predators. It may also occur in open woodland areas
present
with a grassy understorey, including the endangered Yellow Box–Red Gum Grassy Woodland
community. Records of the species are from Wagga Wagga, Boorowa, Galong, the ACT and
adjacent areas of NSW including Jeir, Murrumbateman and Queanbeyan. ACT locality records
include Black Mountain, Gungahlin, Majura Valley, Canberra International Airport,
Jerrabomberra Valley, Molonglo valley, the Campbell Park paddocks, Belconnen Naval Station,
Hall, Kambah Pool, Mt Stromlo, Reid, Weetangera and TuggeranongACT Government, 2006
#3167}
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Synemon plana

Golden Sun Moth

Z

E

The Golden Sun Moth's NSW populations are found in the area between Queanbeyan, Gunning, Low
Young and Tumut. The species' historical distribution extended from Bathurst (central NSW) Preferred habitat not
through the NSW Southern Tablelands, through to central and western Victoria, to
present
Bordertown in eastern South Australia. Occurs in Natural Temperate Grasslands and grassy
Box-Gum Woodlands in which groundlayer is dominated by wallaby grasses (Austrodanthonia
spp). Grasslands dominated by wallaby grasses are typically low and open - the bare ground
between the tussocks is thought to be an important microhabitat feature for the Golden Sun
Moth, as it is typically these areas on which the females are observed displaying to attract
males. Habitat may contain several wallaby grass species, which are typically associated with
other grasses particularly spear-grasses Austrostipa spp. or Kangaroo Grass Themeda australis.
The flight period is relatively short, typically lasting from six to eight weeks (during November
and December in the ACT region, possibly earlier or later in other regions). Males fly only in
bright sunshine during the warmest part of the day (1000 - 1400 hrs). Adults emerge
continuously throughout the flying season (NSW Office of Environment and Heritage 2017)
(Department of the Environment and Energy 2017).

Spotted-Tailed
Quoll (Southern
Subspecies)

E

V

Low
Occurs from the Bundaberg area in south-east Queensland, south through NSW to western
Victoria and Tasmania. In NSW, it occurs on both sides of the Great Dividing Range and north- Preferred habitat not
east NSW represents a national stronghold (NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service 1999). In present
the ACT region, occasional sightings have occuring with confirmed occurences in three
locations in Namadgi National Park. Most sightings have occurred in timbered ranges and
large remant reserves (ACT Government 2005). The preferred habitat occurs in wide range of
forest types, although appears to prefer moist sclerophyll and rainforest forest types, and
riparian habitat. Most common in large unfragmented patches of forest. It has also been
recorded from dry sclerophyll forest, open woodland and coastal heathland, and despite its
occurrence in riparian areas, it also ranges over dry ridges. Nests in rock caves and hollow logs
or trees. Feeds on a variety of prey including birds, terrestrial and arboreal mammals, small
macropods, reptiles and arthropods (NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service 1999, NSW
National Parks and Wildlife Service 1999).

MAMMALS
Dasyurus
maculatus
maculatus
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Petauroides
volans

Greater Glider
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The Greater Glider has a restricted distribution in eastern Australia, from the Windsor
Tableland in north Queensland to central Victoria, with an elevated range from sea level to
1200m above sea level.

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

Low
Preferred habitat not
present

The species is largely restricted to eucalypt forests and woodlands, with a diet comprising of
eucalypt leaves and occasional flowers. It is found in abundance in montane eucalypt forest
with relatively old trees and an abundance of hollows. It also favours forests with a diversity of
eucalypts to cater for seasonal variation in food abundance (Department of the Environment
and Energy 2017). In the ACT region the species has been recorded in the Namadgi National
Park and Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve during 2014 aboreal mammal surveys (Snape, Stevenson
et al. 2015).
Petrogale
penicillata
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Brush-tailed
Rock-wallaby

V

E

Occurs in inland and sub-coastal south eastern Australia where it inhabits rock slopes. It has a Low
preference for rocks which receive sunlight for a considerable part of the day. Windblown
Preferred habitat not
caves, rock cracks or tumbled boulders are used for shelter. Occur in small groups or
present
"colonies" each usually separated by hundreds of metres (NSW National Parks and Wildlife
Service 2003). Within the ACT the species is presumed to be extinct, with the last confirmed
sighting occurring at Wallaby Rocks in the TNR in 1959. However, the discovery of rockwallaby skeletal material in NNP suggest a more recent occurrence of the species (Reside and
Martin 1996). The nearest known extant colonies to the ACT are at Nattai National Park (156
km NNE of Canberra) and in Kangaroo Valley, NSW (187 km ENE of Canberra)ACT Government,
2015 #3170}
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Phascolarctos
cinereus

Koala

V

Pseudomys
fumeus

Smoky Mouse

E
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The Koala has a fragmented distribution throughout eastern Australia from north-east
Low
Queensland to the Eyre Peninsula in South Australia. In NSW it mainly occurs on the central
Preferred habitat not
and north coasts with some populations in the west of the Great Dividing Range. Inhabits
present
eucalypt woodlands and forests. Koalas Feed on the foliage of more than 70 eucalypt species
and 30 non-eucalypt species, but in any one area will select preferred browse species. The
preferred tree species vary widely on a regional and local basis. Some preferred species
include Forest Red Gum (Eucalyptus tereticornis), Grey Gum (E. punctata.) In coastal areas,
Tallowwood (E. microcorys) and Swamp Mahogany (E. robusta) are important food species, while
in inland areas White Box (E. albens), Bimble Box (E. populnea) and River Red Gum (E.
camaldulensis) are favoured (NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service 1999, NSW National Parks
and Wildlife Service 2003, NSW Office of Environment and Heritage 2017). In the ACT region,
Koalas are thought to be present through the Brindabella Ranges and in the Orroral Valley,
Tidbinbilla reserve and Namadgi National ParkDepartment of the Environment and Energy,
2017 #3158}
E

The Smoky Mouse is currently limited to a small number of sites in Victoria, south-east NSW
Low
and the ACT. Despite considerable survey effort having been conducted across the known NSW Preferred habitat not
range for the species, there are 3 records from Kosciuszko National Park and 2 records
present
adjacent to the park in Bondo and Ingbyra State Forests; the remainder are centred around Mt
Poole, Nullica State Forest and the adjoining South East Forests National Park (NSW Office of
Environment and Heritage 2017). In the ACT, despite surveys, no live individuals have been
recorded since 1987 in Namadgi National Park. The Smoky Mouse occurs in a variety of
vegetation communities, ranging from coastal heath to dry ridgeline forest, sub-alpine heath
and, occasionally, wetter gullies. Except for the wetter sites, a consistent feature of Smoky
Mouse habitats is the diversity of heath and bush-pea species present, combined with
potential shelter sites in the form of woody debris or rocks. The vegetation at capture sites
varies widely in age post-fire (Menkhorst and Knight 2004).
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Pteropus
poliocephalus

Grey-headed
Flying-fox
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V

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

Occurs in the coastal belt from Rockhampton in central Queensland to Melbourne in Victoria. Low
However, only a small proportion of this range is used at any one time, as the species
May occasionally fly
selectively forages where food is available. As a result, patterns of occurrence and relative
over study area
abundance within its distribution vary widely between seasons and between years. At a local
scale, the species is generally present intermittently and irregularly. At a regional scale, broad
trends in the distribution of plants with similar flowering and fruiting times support regular
annual cycles of migration. Whilst Brisbane, Newcastle, Sydney and Melbourne are occupied
continuously, elsewhere, during spring, Grey-headed Flying-foxes are uncommon south of
Nowra and widespread in other areas of their range. The species is widespread throughout
their range in summer, whilst in autumn it occupies coastal lowlands and is uncommon inland.
In winter, the species congregrates in coastal lowlands north of the Hunter Valley and is
occasionally found on the south coast of NSW (associated with flowering Spotted Gum
Corymbia maculata) and on the northwest slopes (generally associated with flowering White
Box Eucalyptus albens or Mugga Ironbark E. sideroxylon). Occurs in subtropical and temperate
rainforests, tall sclerophyll forests and woodlands, heaths and swamps as well as urban
gardens and cultivated fruit crops. Roosting camps are generally located within 20 km of a
regular food source and are commonly found in gullies, close to water, in vegetation with a
dense canopy. Feed on the nectar and pollen of native trees, in particular Eucalyptus,
Melaleuca and Banksia, and fruits of rainforest trees and vines (NSW Office of Environment
and Heritage 2017) (Department of the Environment and Energy 2017).
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REPTILES
Aprasia
parapulchella

Pink-tailed
Worm-lizard
(syn. Pink-tailed
Legless Lizard)

V

V

Low
This lizard is known from four sites in eastern Australia: near Canberra in the ACT, Tarcutta
and Bathurst in NSW, and near Bendigo in Vic. More specifically in the ACT, known habitat
Preferred habitat not
include areas around Queanbeyan and regions along the Murrumbidgee and Molonglo River
present
corridors and on adjacent outlying hills (ACT Government 2017). In general, lizards occur in
open grassland habitats that have a substantial cover of small rocks (Osbourne and Jones
1995). Lizards also show a preference for sunny aspects, avoiding south facing slopes, these
sites tend to be well drained. Some specimens have been collected from grassland sites that
appear not to support any native grasses and several animals have been found on the edge of
Callitris enlicheri woodland and Eucalyptus macrorhyncha woodland (Osbourne and Jones 1995). A
burrowing species, it is usually found under rocks on well-drained soil and in ant nests,
occasionally with several individuals found under the same rock (Swan, Shea et al. 2004).

Delma impar

Striped Legless
Lizard

V

V

Low
The Striped Legless Lizard occurs in the Southern Tablelands, the South West Slopes and
possibly on the Riverina. Populations are known in the Goulburn, Yass, Queanbeyan, Cooma
Preferred habitat not
and Tumut areas. It also occurs in the ACT, Victoria and south-eastern South Australia. In the present
ACT region, four disjunct populations are recognised: Gungahlin, Yarramundi Reach, Majura
Valley and Jerrabomberra Valley (ACT Government 1997). Found mainly in Natural Temperate
Grassland but has also been captured in grasslands that have a high exotic component. Also
found in secondary grassland near Natural Temperate Grassland and occasionally in open BoxGum Woodland. Habitat is where grassland is dominated by perennial, tussock-forming grasses
such as Kangaroo Grass Themeda australis, spear-grasses Austrostipa spp. and poa tussocks Poa
spp., and occasionally wallaby grasses Austrodanthonia spp. Sometimes present in modified
grasslands with a significant content of exotic grasses. Also sometimes found in grasslands
with significant amounts of surface rocks, which are used for shelter (ACT Government 1997,
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage 2017).
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Tympanocryptis Grassland Earless
pinguicolla
Dragon
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E

E

LIKELIHOOD OF
OCCURRENCE

In the ACT region, the species is found only in a small number of sites with suitable native
Low
grassland habitat located in the Majura and Jerrabomberra valleys and one adjacent location
Preferred habitat not
near Queanbeyan in NSW (ACT Government 1997). The lizards have also been recorded at
present
several sites near Cooma. It occurs in Natural Temperate Grassland sites dominated by wallaby
grasses (Notodanthonia spp.), spear grasses (Austrostipa spp.), Poa Tussock (Poa sieberiana), Red
Grass (Bothriochloa macra), and occasionally Kangaroo Grass (Themeda australis). Introduced
pasture grasses occur at many of the sites supporting this species, which has also been
captured in secondary grassland. Within its habitat, apparently prefers areas with a more open
structure, characterised by small patches of bare ground between the grasses and herbs. In
addition to tussocks, partially embedded surface rocks, and spider and insect holes are used
for shelter. These are important micro-habitat elements within the grassland habitat. Rocks
and arthropod holes provide important thermal refuges during temperature extremes. It feeds
on small invertebrates, including ants and spiders. Tends to be inactive beneath rocks or in
arthropod burrows during the winter months. Lays up to five eggs in shallow nests or burrows,
(sometimes those dug by spiders or other arthropods), between late spring and late summer.
Young hatch in late summer and autumn (Department of Environment and Climate Change
2007).
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WSP is one of the world's leading engineering professional
services consulting firms. We are dedicated to our local
communities and propelled by international brainpower. We
are technical experts and strategic advisors including
engineers, technicians, scientists, planners, surveyors,
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and construction management professionals. We design lasting
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and strategic consulting services. With 36,000 talented people
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